
BERRY TRANSPORT

GK's patented Berry Transports are the lowest cost berry harvest aids in 
the market. Operation is simple: just drop the machine's tongue into one 
of the furrows and the ferry is self-propelled by remote control! In 
addition, workers can walk up to the machine's conveniently located push 
button speed controls and emergency stop at any time. Push button 
conveyance provides quick and easy off-loading of all harvested produce 
to either side.

Both models (gas and solar-powered) offer the following benefits: 

   Contact GK Machine today to take advantage of   
   what your competitors already know - GK's  
   Berry Transport has numerous benefits to offer   
   your operation!

Revolutionary Time and Cost Savings

•   Requires 20% fewer workers than traditional harvesting methods
     That means greater cost savings and reliability for your operation! 

•   Costs less annually than failing to harvest 3% of the crop

•    Benefits workers by offering shade cover, reduced injuries, and 
      a more comfortable work pace, all while saving you money

•    Does not require additional overhead to operate. Your current
      workers will be able to easily advance the machine from day one

•    Customers report an increase in field productivity by 25-40%

COMBINING TECHNOLOGY
AND TRADITION SINCE 1976



 Row Width   36", 40", 48", 52", 64", 68", 72", 80" 

 Runtime   6-8 hours (6 Gallon fuel capacity)

Recommended Crew Size 7 workers

 Produce Capacity  Full flats: 168
 Flat size - 16" x 23 5⁄8" x 4" Empty flats: 200+

 Special Features  Remote controlled
     Locking glove box and engine cover
     Wrap-around emergency stop cable
     12v Aux port (radio in field)
     Hydraulic filter maintenance warning
     Low engine oil shutdown
            

Options    Track kit for wet climates

GK Machine also manufactures a smaller gas-powered Berry Transport which is designed to accommodate smaller row   
 spacings, particularly well-suited for a tunnel greenhouse environment. Please inquire for more details about this option  
 or any other custom requirements you may have.

SOLAR-POWERED BERRY TRANSPORT
 Row Width   36" - 68" (on 4" increments) 

 Runtime   Indefinite during daylight
     6-8 hours on battery alone 

Recommended Crew Size 2 workers
 
 Produce Capacity  Full flats: 48
 Flat size - 16" x 23 5⁄8" x 4" Empty flats: 72
 
 Special Features  12v Aux port (radio in field)
     Push button emergency stop
     Push button speed controls

 Options    110v AC Charger

COMBINING TECHNOLOGY
AND TRADITION SINCE 1976BERRY TRANSPORT

GAS-POWERED BERRY TRANSPORT

HIGHLIGHTS
Very quiet - near silent

Lightweight - low ground compaction
Accommodates smaller, more flexible crews

PATENT
PENDING

HIGHLIGHTS
Accommodates larger crews

Large produce storage capacity
Remote controlled


